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Basic Backgro U nd of the Blockchain
What is Block chai n ?
The blockchain is a shared digital ledger that is immutable and facilitates the process of
recording transactions and tracking assets. It is important to note that assets are both
tangible and non-tangible items. Anything of value can be tracked and traded on a blockchain
network – reducing risk and cutting the costs involved with each transaction.

Importance of Blockchain
Information is extremely valuable, especially when you own or operate a business. The faster
you get the information and the more accurate the information is, the more likely you will
benefit from a transaction. Blockchain is a great platform for delivering information because
it is immediate, provides transparency, and is stored on an immutable ledger that can only
be accessed by the appropriate network members.
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Key B loc kchai n E lement s to Cons ider
o

There are three primary elements to consider when utilizing the blockchain. These elements
include:



Distributed Ledger Technology

o

Every network participant has access to the ledger and the immutable transaction record.
Transactions are only recorded once, eliminating duplication.



Immutable Records

o

Immutable records cannot be changed by any participant on the network once it
has been recorded in the shared ledger. If an error is made to the original
record, an additional transaction must be done to reverse the error. Both
transactions are visible on the ledger.



Smart Contracts

o

In an effort to expedite transactions, a set of rules (smart contracts) are
implemented, stored on the blockchain, and autonomously executed if
triggered.
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How Blockchain Works
Although it may sound complicated, the blockchain process is relatively simple. The
process begins with each transaction being recorded on a block of data. Each of these
transactions has the availability to show the movement of an asset. Data blocks can
record pertinent information like who, what, when, where, how much, condition, etc.
The created blocks, once full, are linked to the previous block and the block that will
begin collecting data next. This process helps to ensure that the data is recorded
accurately and that all the information within is held securely. The data cannot be
altered once captured on the blockchain.

Blockchain Compatibility
It is simple to look at the blockchain and see how each block is linked to the previous,
and so on. There is a problem that exists within the traditional blockchain
infrastructure, though. How do you link data and blocks if there are two different
sources – one blockchain compatible and the other not compatible? It was soon
apparent that a solution was needed, and it spurred the creation of Engine. As the
blockchain evolves, it becomes a requirement for developers to make it possible for
interactions with the relevant blockchain to be facilitated. In the world where gaming
and blockchain meet, a new player has entered the field – creating the bridge between
the two ecosystems.

Blockchain Bridges
To respond and resolve the issues of non-interoperability, Blockchain bridges were
built. These bridges help to accomplish and diminish the gap from one blockchain to
another, including those that are not on a blockchain platform, to begin with.
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What’ s Bloc kcha in Gaming ( Game Fi)
Blockchain games are games that incorporate blockchain protocols into the games. It could
be an in-game currency or play to earn mechanics or the most famous one, NFTs that are
used to purchase in game assets. One reason why blockchain based assets have become
famous is it solves the issue of grey market asset trading inside games. With the
accountability of the blockchain, any transactions are clearly visible and recorded. Also due
to the unique addresses used in the blockchain, there are no issues with asset duplication or
black-market assets. This ensures that the unique value of a certain asset will not be
compromised.
The play to earn mechanics of games allow players to earn actual crypto currency tokens by
completing certain tasks in game. It could be creating in game assets or developing them and
then selling them or completing missions or winning matches against other players. This
incentivizes both amateur players and pro players alike to move into crypto incorporated
games from conventional games due to the earnings aspect.
While blockchain games have been around since 2017, the industry has been seeing an
increase in mainstream interest since the early 2021 with multiple AAA developers
expressing that they will be focusing on blockchain incorporated games in the near future.
While the major developers such as them have the ability to create blockchain games due to
their development budget, for indie developers, it’s not an easy task. With the cost of
blockchain development teams, it creates a huge hurdle for independent game developers to
incorporate blockchain into their games. This is where protocols such as ENGN comes into
play. With these protocols, independent developers are able to incorporate crypto
functionality into their conventional games without having to bear the massive costs
associated with crypto development.
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The ENGN Protocol
In this ever-growing blockchain industry, ENGN creates a new opportunity for both game
developers and crypto developers by creating a protocol that makes it easier to integrate
blockchain protocols into conventional games. By using a revolutionary protocol that allows
the developers of games to incorporate outputs from non- blockchain protocols to blockchain
compatible data, ENGN allows
the game developers to integrate functionalities such as P2E and challenge pay events, NFTs
or even jackpot prize giveaways without having to hardcode blockchain functions or without
having to rewrite the game code.
Engine is an experimental development platform, which incorporates adaptive gaming
mechanics into blockchain platforms. Currently hosted on Ethereum, Engine uses a
revolutionary protocol that allows the developers of games to incorporate outputs from nonblockchain protocols to blockchain compatible data.
As a type of enhanced blockchain bridge, Engine makes it possible for these same developers
to incorporate features into their games like Play to Earn and Player vs. Player wageringstyle competitions into existing games and their extended gaming universe. There is so much
more that Engine has to offer the blockchain and gaming universe – acting as a bridge across
the two ecosystems. Crypto and gaming enthusiasts win, thanks to the merging of multiple
sectors.
What if the games of the past, present, and future all allowed for the ability to incorporate
NFTs into assets, reward you with prizes, and more? That’s the purpose of engn.
Another essential part of Engine is the role of incubator for new and upcoming developers –
helping them to develop and publish games. A significant hope of Engine revolves around
bringing Indie games to the mainstream, creating a revenue stream, and a path that leads to
discovering talented developers.
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Why is ENGN different from everyone else
right now.
While almost every token in gamefi industry right now is made around either a single game
or a single Metaverse aspect, ENGN brings the same capabilities of games developed for
blockchain into conventional games. This ensures a different outcome than blockchain
focused game. Since now the developers who create the games or the Metaverse does not
have to be direct blockchain developers, the conventional game developers are able to enter
into the Crypto - blockchain space. Which also means the games and assets developed based
on the ENGN protocol are up to the standards of the conventional gaming community. This is
clear when you take into account the first games coming from the ENGN Arcade.
Instead of having to design the game around the blockchain functions, now the game can be
designed with conventional gaming mechanics and then, ENGN can be used to bridge the
difference in the game so that the blockchains are able to recognize the in-game functions
and data. In a sense ENGN is the bridge between conventional games and the blockchain

How does ENGN work
When a conventional game is being run it uses the language it’s built on and its game
mechanics engine to respond to the inputs of the player and to create the reactions inside
the game environment. Once the player wins a round or a mission or completed a certain
task, the outputs are displayed either graphically or as achievements in some sort of sense.
Now this is where ENGN comes into effect. ENGN takes the blockchain data inputs of the user
and converts it into data the game environment recognizes. The same way it ENGN recognizes
the outputs of the game environment and converts them into data the blockchain recognizes.
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Now a developer can bring in blockchain functionalities such as NFTs or other crypto game
functions into their conventional game.
Instead of the game being built to recognize the NFT a certain user holds, the developer can
setup the ENGN protocol to recognize the NFT and then send the game the input data tying it
into an in-game asset. Or when a player completes a mission, the developer can setup the
ENGN protocol to recognize the output and then respond accordingly, effectively adding Play
to Earn capabilities into a conventional game. Another exciting opportunity where developers
can use ENGN protocol is to create special Play to Earn - Pay to Play events with jackpot
prizes to be won.

Wha t does this mean for both de vel ope rs
and Users?
A major hurdle for blockchain based gaming has so far been the fact that the blockchain
based games have to be able to interact with the blockchain to identify assets and create
transactions between the game and the users blockchain wallet. This limited the number of
developers that could create blockchain compatible games since the developers had to have
not just extensive knowledge in game development, but also in blockchain integration.
By removing that limitation, ENGN protocol is allowing more user friendly, advanced, and
polished games we are used to seeing in conventional gaming to come to blockchain gaming.
In doing so ENGN allows more quality games to be built with blockchain functionalities and
allows developers to reach multiple user bases and multiple sources of revenue.

How does this benefit the ENGN token holders?
With the inclusion of the ENGN token in the main gaming Metaverse as a form of currency.
ENGN token value will rise with the popularity of the ENGN protocol. And with this Inclusion
comes a few major changes such as increased redistribution and a rapid burn mechanism
which acts to decrease the supply by burning a portion of the tax fee on inside Metaverse
transactions.
Since ENGN has a limited minted supply, all of this will ensure the supply of ENGN decreases
while the demand for ENGN tokens increase. This essentially will make ENGN token a
lucrative asset to buy hold and reap the rewards of.
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ENGN Arcade
ENGN Arcade is the showroom for all ENGN protocol-based games. Potentially creating a
marketplace for blockchain compatible games, ENGN Arcade will allow the users to find
these games easily.
ENGN Arcade will not only showcase and publish crypto games and Metaverse aspects, but
it will also support and publish good Indie game developers as well. This will allow users of
the ENGN Arcade to access and preview these games and will allow the developers to create
a fan base based on their work. And by creating an easy to access single destination for all
blockchain gaming, ENGN Arcade will also help build the exposure the blockchain gaming
industry needs. It will also help create an opportunity for the games to publish any updates
and news in an easy access location for their users to see.

ENGN VR
VR or Virtual Reality is the creation of realistic environments in the digital or virtual space.
Users are able to access these environments using terminals which could be software or
hardware. VR is a promising field with massive uses. From the ability to travel to different
places from the comfort of your home to being used as tool by various professionals to either
develop or test assets, the use of Virtual Reality is multitude.
The major use of VR we are seeing in connection with blockchain is the implementation of
Metaverses. With VR, a person would be able to not just use their NFT backed assets in a
game, they would actually be able to experience the Metaverses in a fully immersive way.
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But Virtual Reality brings more than just immersive gaming to the Metaverses. With the help
of VR, events can be held inside the Metaverses. You would be able to buy a ticket as a NFT
to a concert or a virtual sports event and attend using VR, visit a museum of NFT art or even
conventional art that’s been digitized, experience a unique experience that wouldn’t be
possible in real world, etc.… The possibilities are endless.
This is why ENGN is focusing on VR with a dedicated VR development team that will work
with game developers and Metaverse developers to bring these ideas to the Virtual world.
ENGN VR will provide the ability to bring games, NFTs or any kind of Metaverse compatible
asset into an immersive virtual reality platform. An existing collection or a game could use
ENGN VR to incorporate their collection into the Metaverse and to give their users the
immersive experience they deserve.

ENGN AR
While VR or Virtual Reality brings a different immersive experience to the user, Augmented
Reality or AR takes that a step further. By placing virtual objects inside a real environment,
Augmented Reality makes for a completely different experience. Unlike VR where the
complete environment is made digitally, AR incorporates digitally designed assets into real
world environments. Even though it’s only still visible through a terminal which could be a
software or a hardware terminal, AR brings the ability to incorporate real world elements
into a Metaverse or a game. An example would be a game that uses certain landmarks to
provide the user with different missions. Or a task that requires actual physical travel or
interacting with a real-world object.
ENGN AR brings these abilities to the Metaverse. Instead of just living inside the digital virtual
environment, now users can bring their digital assets to interact with their real environment.
Imagine you’re sitting at your dining table and someone who’s thousands of miles away is
sitting at your dining table with you for dinner. Or you’re playing badminton with someone
who’s hundreds of miles away. While VR enables this ability too, since VR does not take into
account the real environment, there’s always the risk of running into someone or something
while using VR. AR solves this by providing users the digital virtual immersion while allowing
them to keep the real-world awareness. This is why AR has a higher capacity for different
unique uses even more than VR.
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EN GN Ne Uro Te ch
Neuro Tech is a really novel concept. Using a brain wave mapping controller, the games and
the software will react to the different brain wave lengths of the user. In this way, a user will
be able to interact with the virtual environment, whether it be inside the Metaverse or in a
game, without having to use a handheld controller.
Two major uses of this are to incorporate human emotional responses into the Metaverse
and games and give the ability for differently abled users to interact with the Metaverse and
the games. This opens an exciting new gateway into multiple ventures. While allowing
differently abled users access to the Metaverse, by recognizing the emotional state of users,
ENGN Neuro Tech will allow for developers to match the game output and environment
according to the emotional state of the user. Recognizing responses like fear, happiness,
excitement will allow for a more immersive experience in the virtual environment bringing
the digital metaverses more and more close to a real-world experience.

ENGN NFT Marketplace
There is a lot of buzz around the concept of blockchain gaming. In fact, the concept is expected
to bring a market cap of $300 billion by 2025. It is crypto technology that is bringing more
developers and investors onboard, especially the ability to incorporate features into the
games they are offering. The Play to Earn concept is one of the higher-paying sectors within
the genre.
Blockchain also provides the additional opportunity of using non-fungible tokens (NFTs) to
represent characters, accessories, and more. The entire concept is a metaverse of gaming –
which is being facilitated on the blockchain.
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ENGN NFT Gaming Platform with Pv P
Wager c apa bi li ti es
Virtual Environments (VE) have been increasing in popularity over the last few decades in
several domains such as distributed simulation, 3D multiplayer games, collaborative
engineering software, psychological therapy, and e-learning. Engine Games Platform’s
research works have massively contributed to improve the effectiveness of virtual contents.
The ability of virtual characters to relate to the user on a personal and emotional level is a
crucial factor in enhancing the effectiveness of VE Games. Whether it is establishing and
maintaining social relationships among users, interacting with creepy life-like characters, or
engaging in a full throttle outdoor adventure, Engine Games facilitates and creates real
world-like exciting experiences you will never forget.

ENGN Clients and P rojects we serve
• ✓ ENGN Games cooperates with many clients for developing Ultra-realistic games
• ✓ Researching to improve the virtual environment to be immersive
• ✓ Computerized applications are being developed to enhance the intractability of characters

and contents of existing virtual environment through communicable human sensations
• ✓ Creating Multinational Games Platform
• ✓ Psychological E-therapy
• ✓ Distributed simulation
• ✓ Brain-Computer Interfaces in Medicine

About $ENGN

Engine is primarily located in Australia under ENGN Games PTY LTD. The company also has
a registered Australian Entity (ABN 97655506040).
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$ ENGN Timeline

Con cl Usion
The popularity in gaming and the popularity in blockchain make these two a match made in
heaven. By allowing conventional game developers to enter the crypto space easily, ENGN
breaks the hurdles that has been holding back the GameFi industry so far.
With the growth of the ENGN protocol, more and more games will utilize this technology. It is
the hope that with the onboarding of games and developers, more will follow suit. With the
opportunity for games of the past, present, and future to join blockchain, the revenue potential
of this project will grow exponentially.
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